“Legal Notice”

Quality Certification

~FRAUD~

Impacting: Aerospace, Medical, Automotive, Electronics, Service Industries

“WE know that most people who hear the truth for the first time are so uncomfortable about it that they block it out of their minds”.

Daryl Guberman-CEO
GUBERMAN-PMC, LLC
203-556-1493
Email- ceo@dguberman.com
To Whom It May Concern:

Aerospace, Medical, Automotive, Electronics, Service and other industries. YOUR QUALITY CERTIFICATION IS COMPROMISED! By your accreditation bodies own words and affiliations like CHINA! READ -

Dear BUSINESS OWNER - is your leadership demonstrative enough to stomach the truth and do something about it?

~NOTE~
All information contained here is from websites, articles, and reference material. There is no embellishment of personal intent or false data that is contained herein. Web links are clickable and should be viewed as a PDF- This is only a fraction of scratching the surface of "ISO Certification Myths and Scams" and those companies who registrars are accredited by ANSI-ASQ national accreditation board(ANAB®) in Aerospace, Medical, Automotive, Electronics, Service and other industries.

1- The constriction of quality & thug-like behavior of quality for AEROSPACE

http://anab.org/media/1783/hu22.pdf

Click on Document and go to page 2 read section 4.2 and 4.3

2- PRI Performance review registrars- demands this – flow down from ANAB & IAF Of course AEROSPACE-

http://www.priregistrar.org/services/aerospace/oasis

Click on Document – 3RD paragraph down

If any aerospace certified supplier refuses to be a part of OASIS, or refuses to set up an OASIS administrator, Certification Bodies are required by the IAQG to revoke the certificate of registration.

NOTE- Daryl Guberman-CEO, so does quality add to this equation, on time delivery?

NOPE
This comes directly off “Terms & conditions of a Lockheed Martin supplier! This is anti-competitive & against the LAW! Due to Lockheed being a government contractor and demanding from “flow down” the rules of this company.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quality Clause 39</th>
<th>AS9120 Distributor Quality System Requirements Third Party Approval</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>The supplier shall comply with the requirements of AS9120, Quality Management Systems - Aerospace Requirements for stocking distributors. Only certifications completed by an IAF (International Accreditation Forum) accredited company will be accepted.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


B) Lockheed aerospace like many other aerospace companies demands ANAB & IAF.

LOCKHEED MARTIN ETHICS OFFICER- Responding to a letter concerning Daryl Guberman’s company.

“In order to meet our customer’s requirements, Lockheed Martin deals with entities that are certified through the International Accreditation Forum (IAF)”.

Lisa Gross SAS Ethics Officer Lockheed Martin, MST

C) IAF TAX REPORT DELAWARE

(look who sits on the board! - CHINA AND VIETNAM)

CHINA AND VIETNAM are members of the IAF
http://www.iaf.nu/articles/IAF_MEM_China/62
http://www.iaf.nu/articles/IAF_MEM_Vietnam/113

D) The same organization (IAF) that Lockheed demands suppliers & subcontractors to be part of. Has members- (both on their tax report & membership) that broke into their computers and stole F-35, F-22, LCS littoral programs & other military contractors & programs!

China Hacked F-22, F-35

US charges Chinese hackers for obtaining military data from Boeing, Lockheed Martin

4- ANSI-ASQ-national accreditation board VP who was at the time of this note below also was the Chairman of IAF -International Accreditation forum doesn’t even know what an official certification must have to be official!

Sent – Dougherty, Randy A.” Date: March 22, 2014 at 12:50:16 PM EDT

RANDY’S RESPONSE

The answer is very simple; an accredited CB is not required to issue only accredited certificates. Just as a company voluntarily decides to be certified, so too CBs voluntarily decide to become accredited; but even if accredited, a CB is not required to issue accredited certifications only. A certificate is considered accredited only if it bears an accreditation mark.
http://anab.org/programs/isoiec-17021/

CLICK ON THE ABOVE LINK

Is Your Certificate Accredited?

Paragraph 1

A certificate issued by an ANAB-accredited certification body (CB) that includes the ANAB accreditation symbol is an accredited certificate. An accredited certificate includes both the CB’s symbol and the accreditation symbol of the accrediting body. **Be sure to look for both**

Paragraph 5

In addition to offering accredited certificates, an accredited CB may also offer unaccredited certificates or certificates for standards for which the CB is not accredited.

This sentence **TAINTS** the integrity of the entire quality management system – AS 9100 REVC, ISO 13485, ISO 9001, TS 16949

You have the VP of ANAB and Chairman & President of IAF not even knowing the requirements for an official ISO Certification-Can you have confidence in your registrar accredited by ANAB or associated with IAF- which means your quality certificate on the wall

Accreditation Council The ANAB Management Systems Accreditation Council grants, suspends, and withdraws accreditation of certification bodies; Randy Dougherty, VP ANSI-ASQ National Accreditation Board (also Chairman & President of IAF)

PLEASE NOTE: There are others sitting on the “ANAB -Accreditation Council” Randy Dougherty VP ANSI-ASQ=ANAB and Chairman & President of the IAF is part of the group that “grants, suspends, and withdraws accreditation of certification bodies”;

http://anab.org/about-anab/leadership
5) The VP OF ANAB sits on the board of the IAF !!!

Remember The ANAB Management Systems Accreditation Council Where the" VP of ANAB and who is the Chairman of the IAF", sits grants, suspends, and withdraws accreditation of certification bodies

http://www.iaf.nu/articles/IAF_MEM_USA_all/112

- With all these demands from Aerospace, Medical, Automotive, Electronics, Service and other industries. Has quality gotten any better

http://dguberman.com/lockheed_issues.pdf

Don’t you believe in competition? The American way?

SCAM ALERT: Forcing Manufacturers into ANAB Accreditation

http://mfgpartners.net/scam-alert-forcing-manufacturers-into-anab-accreditation/

DOES HAVING 1-ACCREDITATION (ANSI-ASQ= ANAB®) BODY IN THE USA ASSIST WITH QUALITY ESCAPES!! – NO

WHERE IS THE COMPETITION????

Only ONE Independent Registrar/Accreditor CAN free a company from the “quality quagmire” and gives impartial true value added
This is a very quick version of your quality systems accredited by ANSI-ASQ- ANAB- being Monopolized, using 1930 gangster arm twisting i.e. OASIS &PRI. Aerospace, Medical, Automotive, Electronics. & Service Industries. Having interlocking doctorates and links to associations that do nothing for quality!

Lockheed and other aerospace companies- demanding and promoting IAF to their suppliers and subcontractors to force them into this association that has IAF member countries (CHINA & VIETNAM) sitting on their tax report (Delaware) and these same countries (CHINA) - have hacked all military contractors!

LISTED WEAPON SYSTEMS HACKED

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/national-security/a-list-of-the-us-weapons-designs-and-technologies-compromised-byhackers/2013/05/27/a95b2b12-c483-11e2-9fe2-6ee52d0eb7c1_story.html

If you would like me to perform a presentation for your senior managers, I shall at no cost to your company come in person or via Skype, facetime, Have a meeting, etc.

Sincerely,

Daryl Guberman

Daryl Guberman-CEO
GUBERMAN-PMC, LLC
203-556-1493/ ceo@dguberman.com